March 27, 2020 - COVID-19 Update

At Summit Meats and Sausage, our team strives to ensure that at the forefront of business is
quality and satisfaction. Our customers and their families will always come first and we're
committed to upholding those values, especially during these challenging and uncertain times.
We're making some changes to daily operations that work to ensure the health and safety of you
as our customer and our Summit Meats family. Here are some highlights:
1. Our doors are still open from 9-6 Monday to Saturday, and we are doing our best to
continue offering the great selection of in-counter and pre-packaged meats that are a
favourite around the table at home. Updates will follow if our store hours change.
2. We have sanitizer available when you walk in (we ask that you please sanitize before
browsing), more available again when you come up to pay, and have installed some
plexiglass at the cash counter. You'll find red tape fixed to the floor that has been spaced
6-feet apart. Please stand on an X while waiting to pay, and then proceed to the red
counter line accordingly.
3. Our Debit/Credit machine accepts both INTERAC Flash (tap) and Apple Pay. When
paying, we would encourage all orders under $100 to make use of these contactless
features if your card supports it. We'd be happy to assist any customers interested in
paying through tap. The machine, register, and cash counter are still disinfected promptly
after each customer transaction.
4. We are now providing in-vehicle, outside pickup to our customers. You can phone in an
order, park in the designated stall outside, and phone again to activate delivery. A
member of our team will deliver your order to your vehicle so you do not need to enter
our establishment. To make use of this service, please give our shop a call and we'd be
happy to talk you through the process.

As a final note, we would like to extend a huge thank you to the individuals and businesses
doing their part to "flatten the curve". Should you and your family require further assistance
during this time, please do not hesitate to reach out. Now more than ever, it's going to take a
community… and we're proud to say that this community doesn't end at our doors.
Take care and stay safe,
Your family at Summit Meats.
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